Inspiration Art Trail Entry Form
Title of the Painting

Original Painting Number
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Name:
Email Address:
Tel number:
Would you like to receive newsletter updates and invitations to exhibitions? (Required
to enter the Print Draw but not the Wine/art materials draw.) Yes / No

Inspiration Art Trail
About the Competition.
1. Entry is free.
2. There will be two prizes,
1. For identifying all the titles - Prize of art materials and a bottle of Wine for
the first correct entry
2. For identifying the correct numbers that the original paintings were given and
subscribing to Cathy Read's newsletter - Prize is an original Print of one of
the paintings
Both will be drawn on the 30th September, 2022.

How it Works
1. Print off the leaflet and entry form from https://cathyreadart.com/buckinghamfringe-festival/ or scan the QR code in the footer below.
2. Find the locations used using the map.
3. Once there look for the label with the painting's title and QR
code.
4. Write the title on the form and, if you want to win the print, scan the QR code
under the title and write the paintings original number on the form
5. Once you've found all the locations and labels, fill out your details and then
either send the form, or a copy, via email to cathy@cathyreadart.com
or post to Unit 15, West Well Farm, Barton Road, Tingewick, MK18 4BD.
6. Everyone who returns a form will be entered into the draw for the Bottle of Wine
and Art Materials. You will only be entered into the Art Print draw if you say
Yes to being added to Cathy's newsletter list.
7. Entry Forms to arrive by 29th September 2022 and the Draw will be made on
30th September . Full details will be published on the webpage.
Privacy: All personal information given will remain confidential and will not be passed on to any third
parties without permission. Information given may be used to contact individuals relating to the
Inspiration Art Trail and the competition. Those who subscribe to Cathy's newsletter will only be
contacted in relation to Cathy Read's Art, exhibitions and events. Subscribers must be active on
30th September 2022 to be eligible for the draw, but may unsubscribe at any time after that.

